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Inspiration

The black Baïkal rug is one of the re-editions of Andrée 
Putman's creations, originally released in 1987 and 
machine-woven in the spirit of democratization of design 
dear to the designer. This model was present in Andrée's 
own office in the Marais district of Paris. Today, it will liven 
up entrances or reception areas with a modern touch.

Technical process

These new productions, engraved with the signature of 
this design visionary, are now hand-tufted in New Zealand 
wool blend for a sophisticated, comfortable effect.

Maintenance

This wool carpet is easy to care for: vacuum without 
brushing, and have it thoroughly washed by a professional 
every 4 years or so, depending on use.

Use

Intensive domestic

BAIKAL noir Andrée Putman
Hand-tufted rug 100% NZ worsted wool

Diam 230 EUR 1177
Diam 260 EUR 1520

TAILLE PPTTC 



Inspiration

To mark the 10th anniversary of the death of designer Andrée 
Putman, Toulemonde Bochart's historic bestsellers, the white 
and black Trasimène rugs, originally launched in 1987, are 
back in the spotlight. These new productions, engraved with 
the signature of this design visionary, are now recognized as 
iconic.

Technical process

Hand-tufted in combed New Zealand wool blend for 
exceptional compositional finesse. This classically conceived 
pattern still surprises today with the relevance of its scale and 
the modernity of its composition.

Maintenance

This wool carpet is easy to care for: vacuum without brushing, 
and have it thoroughly washed by a professional every 4 
years or so, depending on use.

Use

Intensive domestic

TRASIMENE Black – Andrée Putman
Hand-tufted rug 100% NZ worsted wool

200x300 EUR 1912
250x350 EUR 2817



TRASIMENE blanc– Andrée Putman
Hand-tufted rug 100% NZ worsted wool

Inspiration

To mark the 10th anniversary of designer Andrée 
Putman's death, Toulemonde Bochart's historic 
bestsellers, the white and black Trasimène rugs, originally 
launched in 1987, are back in the spotlight. These new 
productions, engraved with the signature of this design 
visionary, are now recognized as iconic.

Technical process

Hand-tufted in combed New Zealand wool for exceptional 
compositional finesse. This classically conceived pattern 
still surprises today with the pertinence of its scale and 
the modernity of its composition.

Maintenance

This wool carpet is easy to care for: vacuum without 
brushing, and have it thoroughly washed by a professional 
every 4 years or so, depending on use.

Use

Intensive domestic

200x300 EUR 1912
250x350 EUR 2817 



Exclamation céladon– Andrée Putman
Hand-woven carpet 100% Wool

Inspiration

The Exclamation model is the latest in Andrée Putman's 
collections, having been produced in India in 2003. Today, the 
same weavers produce this model with Putmanian simplicity and 
rigor! Soft, half-toned tones and a deceptively simple composition. 
As always, a small detail - in this case, the change of hue at the 
edge - adds sophistication to this design classic.

Technical process

Hand-woven in wool and over-woven for exceptional 
compositional finesse. This classically conceived motif 
continues to surprise with the pertinence of its scale and 
the modernity of its composition.

Maintenance

This wool carpet is easy to care for: vacuum without 
brushing, and have it thoroughly washed by a professional 
every 4 years or so, depending on use.

Use

Domestic intensive

200x300 EUR 1569
250x350 EUR 2304



Inspiration

Noel Marinho's Colagem rug is the fruit of his research into 
collages of shapes and colors. These papers have given rise to 
numerous paintings, and this carpet is one such representation. 
The artist has used this research technique to create numerous 
tile patterns, used in wall panels as well as paving.

Technical process

Hand-tufted in wool, it offers deep, subtle tones thanks to the 
exceptional work of Indian master dyers.

Maintenance

This wool carpet is easy to care for: vacuum without brushing, 
and have it thoroughly washed by a professional every 4 years 
or so, depending on use.

Use

Domestic intensive

COLAGEM beige NOEL MARINHO
Hand-tufted rug 100% New Zealand Wool

200X300 EUR 1667
250x350 EUR 2431 



Inspiration

Created in 1958, the Nanquim design (Portuguese for the 
Chinese city of Nanjing) illustrates Noel Marinho's architectural 
work. By defining a play of voids and solids, the rug evokes a 
facade in light or shadow, like an open window on the world. A 
game of positive and negative, this rug offers its refined 
geometry to enliven the floors of those who love the rigor of 
form.

Technical process

A hand-tufted wool rug, it reflects the technical skills of the 
weavers, while respecting the artist's nervous lines.

Maintenance

This wool carpet is easy to care for: vacuum without brushing, 
and have it thoroughly washed by a professional every 4 years 
or so, depending on use.

Use

Domestic intensive

NANQUIM  blanc- Noel Marinho
Hand-tufted rug 100% New Zealand Wool

200X300 EUR 1667
250x350 EUR 2431



Inspiration

Created in 1958, the Nanquim design (named after the Chinese 
city of Nanjing in Portuguese) illustrates Noel Marinho's 
architectural work. By defining an interplay of full and empty 
spaces, it evokes a facade in light or shadow, like an open 
window on the world. A game of positive and negative, this rug 
offers its refined geometry to enliven the floors of those who 
love the rigor of form.

Technical process

A hand-tufted wool rug, it reflects the technical skills of the 
weavers, while respecting the artist's nervous lines.

Maintenance

This wool carpet is easy to care for: vacuum without brushing, 
and have it thoroughly washed by a professional every 4 years 
or so, depending on use.

Use

Domestic intensive

NANQUIM  noir- Noel Marinho
Hand-tufted rug 100% New Zealand Wool

200X300 EUR 1667
250x350 EUR 2431



Inspiration

Created for earthenware, this repetitive motif plays on 
simplicity and accident. Hand-tufted in wool, Gouache 
combines roundness and straight lines to generate a gentle 
dynamic in muted tones. The rug's false symmetry adds 
whimsy and its composition reassures. Equally suited to a 
living room or dining room table, it will harmonize with 
Scandinavian woods as well as warm velvets.

Technical process

A hand-tufted wool rug, it reflects the technical skills of the 
weavers, respecting the artist's nervous lines. It can also be 
made to order in PET.

Maintenance

This wool carpet is easy to care for: vacuum without 
brushing, and have it thoroughly washed by a professional 
every 4 years or so, depending on use.

Use

Domestic intensive

GOUACHE  terre- Noel Marinho
Hand-tufted carpet 100% Wool or 100% PET outdoor

170X240 EUR 863
200X300 EUR 1265

250x350 EUR 1843 



Inspiration

Irmaos is the most cheerful carpet in Noel Marinho's collection, 
but it retains the same formal and color code. Combining the 
colors of sun, sand and terracotta,...

Technical process

A hand-tufted wool rug, it reflects the technical skills of the 
weavers, while respecting the artist's nervous lines.

Maintenance

This wool carpet is easy to care for: vacuum without brushing, 
and have it thoroughly washed by a professional every 4 years 
or so, depending on use.

Use

Domestic intensive

IRMAOS  Rouge - Noel Marinho
Hand-tufted carpet 100% Wool or PET outdoor

160x200 EUR 675
200x250 EUR 1054
270x340 EUR 1931



Inspiration

Like the mats of sunny countries, the Tandeta rug is a flat-
woven durrie. It is enlivened by very simple motifs in a highly 
architectural tangle. The motifs inhabit the edges, but also 
know how to inhabit its center to define multiple spaces on its 
surface. Easy to coordinate in both color and pattern, it will look 
as good on a seaside terrace as in a Parisian living room.

Technical process

Hand-woven for a braided effect, the Tandeta rug is 
indoor/outdoor thanks to the technicality of recycled polyester 
yarn, in compliance with environmental standards.

Maintenance

This PET mat is easy to care for by vacuuming without brushing, 
and washing with a mild detergent.For outdoor use, it should 
be protected from severe weather conditions, as its colors may 
fade under the effect of strong light.

Use

Domestic intensive

TANDETA  Naturel - Noel Marinho
Hand-woven carpet 100% PET outdoor

170X220 EUR 917
200X260 EUR 1275



Inspiration

Buoyed by the success of her Collage blanc carpet, Pascale 
Risbourg looks to the natural hues of the earths, oxides and 
sandstones she uses in her everyday sculptures for inspiration. 
Here, sand takes on light in a harmony of softness and subtlety.

Technical process

A hand-tufted wool rug, it reflects the technical skills of our 
weavers, masters in the art of tufting and chiseling, for 
meticulous, precious finishes.

Maintenance

This wool carpet is easy to care for: vacuum without brushing, 
and have it thoroughly washed by a professional every 4 years 
or so, depending on use.

Use

Domestic intensive

COLLAGE beige – Pascale Risbourg  
Hand-tufted carpet 100% Wool blended

170X240 EUR 1363
200x300 EUR 1941
250x350 EUR 2892



Inspiration

Buoyed by the success of her Collage blanc rug, Pascale 
Risbourg looks to the natural hues of the earths, oxides and 
sandstones she uses in her everyday sculptures for inspiration. 
Here, the brilliance of the fawn contrasts with the matte curls in 
the warmest of colored versions.

Technical process

A hand-tufted wool rug, it reflects the technical skills of our 
weavers, masters in the art of tufting and chiseling, for 
meticulous, precious finishes.

Maintenance

This wool carpet is easy to care for: vacuum without brushing, 
and have it thoroughly washed by a professional every 4 years 
or so, depending on use.

Use

Domestic intensive

COLLAGE écureuil – Pascale Risbourg  
Hand-tufted carpet 100% Wool blended

170X240 EUR 1363
200x300 EUR 1941
250x350 EUR 2892



Inspiration

Buoyed by the success of her Collage blanc rug, Pascale 
Risbourg seeks inspiration in the natural hues of the 
earths, oxides and sandstones she uses to create her 
sculptures. Here, sage offers its greens in half-tones for 
a woodsy ambience.

Technical process

A hand-tufted wool rug, it reflects the technical skills of 
our weavers, masters in the art of tufting and chiseling, 
for meticulous, precious finishes.

Maintenance

This wool carpet is easy to care for: vacuum without 
brushing, and have it thoroughly washed by a 
professional every 4 years or so, depending on use.

Use

Domestic intensive

COLLAGE sauge – Pascale Risbourg 
Hand-tufted carpet 100% Wool blended

170X240 EUR 1363
200x300 EUR 1941
250x350 EUR 2892



Inspiration

Inspired by Indian embroidered fabrics, this pattern invites the 
eye to lose itself in the meandering dotted lines. Faux plain by 
nature, the Kantha rug will add character to simple decorations 
or unify more complex environments. The beige coloring will 
enhance wooden furniture and fit in with a wide range of color 
palettes, both warm and cool.

Technical process

A hand-tufted wool and tencel rug, it reflects the technical skills 
of our weavers, masters in the art of tufting as well as chiseling 
for meticulous, precious finishes with a 3D effect. The extra-
thick stippling is made of Tencel for a shiny, moiré velvet effect. 
New Zealand wool is used in a finer version than usual (80 
COUNT).

Maintenance

This wool and Tencel carpet is easy to care for: vacuum without 
brushing, and have it thoroughly washed by a professional 
every 4 years or so, depending on use. Tencel is very sensitive 
to water, and wet stains need to be treated as quickly as 
possible by absorbing as much liquid as possible.

Use

Domestic intensive

KANTHA beige
Hand-tufted carpet New Zealand wool and Tencel

170x240 EUR 1422

200x300 EUR 2088

250x350 EUR 3039



Inspiration

Inspired by Indian embroidered fabrics, this pattern invites the 
eye to lose itself in the meandering dotted lines. Faux plain by 
nature, the Kantha rug will add character to simple decorations 
or unify more complex environments. The purity of white 
makes this rug the perfect accessory for sophisticated, 
minimalist settings.

 Technical process

A hand-tufted wool and Tencel rug, it reflects the technical skills 
of our weavers, masters in the art of tufting and chiseling for 
meticulous, precious finishes with a 3D effect. The extra-thick 
stippling is made of Tencel for a shiny, moiré velvet effect. New 
Zealand wool is used in a finer version than usual (80 COUNT).

Maintenance

This wool and Tencel carpet is easy to maintain by vacuuming 
without brushing, and by having it thoroughly washed by a 
professional every 4 years or so, depending on use. Tencel is 
very sensitive to water, and wet stains need to be treated as 
quickly as possible by absorbing as much liquid as possible.

Use

Domestic intensive

KANTHA blanc
Hand-tufted carpet New Zealand wool and Tencel

170x240 EUR 1422

200x300 EUR 2088

250x350 EUR 3039



Inspiration

Inspired by Indian embroidered fabrics, this pattern invites the 
eye to lose itself in the meandering dotted lines. Faux plain by 
nature, the Kantha rug will add character to simple decorations 
or unify more complex environments. Popular with duck blues, 
emeralds offer a jewel-like finish to this luminous variant.

 Technical process

A hand-tufted wool and tencel rug, it reflects the technical skills 
of our weavers, masters in the art of tufting and chiseling for 
meticulous, precious finishes with a 3D effect. The extra-thick 
stippling is made of Tencel for a shiny, moiré velvet effect. New 
Zealand wool is used in a finer version than usual (80 COUNT).

Maintenance

This wool and tencel carpet is easy to maintain by vacuuming 
without brushing, and by having it thoroughly washed by a 
professional every 4 years or so, depending on use. Tencel is 
very sensitive to water, and wet stains need to be treated as 
quickly as possible by absorbing as much liquid as possible.

Use

Domestic intensive

KANTHA émeraude
Hand-tufted carpet New Zealand wool and Tencel

170x240 EUR 1422

200x300 EUR 2088

250x350 EUR 3039



Inspiration

Inspired by Indian embroidered fabrics, this pattern invites the 
eye to lose itself in the meandering dotted lines. Faux plain by 
nature, the Kantha rug will give character to simple decorations 
or unify more complex environments. A new color in 
Toulemonde Bochart's palette, plum is sure to liven up any 
over-sophisticated ambience.

 Technical process

A hand-tufted wool and Tencel rug, it reflects the technical skills 
of our weavers, masters in the art of tufting and chiseling for 
meticulous, precious finishes with a 3D effect. The extra-thick 
stippling is made of Tencel for a shiny, moiré velvet effect. New 
Zealand wool is used in a finer version than usual (80 COUNT).

Maintenance

This wool and Tencel carpet is easy to maintain by vacuuming 
without brushing, and by having it thoroughly washed by a 
professional every 4 years or so, depending on use. Tencel is 
very sensitive to water, and wet stains need to be treated as 
quickly as possible by absorbing as much liquid as possible.

Use

Domestic intensive

KANTHA prune
Hand-tufted carpet New Zealand wool and Tencel

170x240 EUR 1422

200x300 EUR 2088

250x350 EUR 3039



Inspiration

Like a rice paddy unwinding its irrigation channels in an 
irregular, random rhythm, Opus carpet offers marbled velvet 
for a minimalist yet rich effect.Both its softness and the 
sophistication of its coloring make Opus rugs ideal for both 
sophisticated and ethnic decors.

 Technical process

A hand-tufted wool rug, it reflects the technical skills of our 
weavers, masters in the art of both tufting and chiseling for 
meticulous, precious finishes with a 3D effect. The scarification 
of the velvet, treated in fine tone-on-tone loops, adds relief to 
this perfect rug.

Maintenance

This Tencel carpet is very sensitive to water, and wet stains 
need to be removed as quickly as possible. Otherwise, it is easy 
to maintain by vacuuming without brushing, and having it 
thoroughly washed by a professional every 4 years or so, 
depending on use.

Use

Domestic average

OPUS Mastic
Hand-tufted carpet 100% Tencel

170X240 EUR 1284
200x300 EUR 1890
250x350 EUR 2794



Inspiration

Always on the lookout for that little extra, Toulemonde Bochart
offers here a plain design enriched by a play of volume, as if on 
a velvet stamping. Traditional paving, the Shaw model develops 
its geometry with finesse and timeless classicism. More 
contemporary colors make it a unique model for lovers of 
damask velvets.

 Technical process

A hand-woven rug in Tencel, Shaw gives chiseling specialists the 
chance to display their technical skills. Completely shaved with 
hand scissors, the pattern unfolds on the shimmering velvet for 
a 3D effect.

Maintenance

This Tencel carpet is very sensitive to water, and wet stains 
need to be removed as quickly as possible. Otherwise, it is easy 
to maintain by vacuuming without brushing, and having it 
thoroughly washed by a professional every 4 years or so, 
depending on use.

Use

Domestic average

SHAW gold et olive
Hand-woven carpet 100% Tencel

170X240 EUR 1000
200X300 EUR 1471
250X350 EUR 2157



Inspiration

Toulemonde Bochart, always on the lookout for that little 
something extra, offers here a plain design enriched by a play 
of volume, as if on a velvet stamping. A more contemporary 
rhythm for the Wilton design, with a version in true white for an 
immaculate ambience, and a very soft beige.

 Technical process

A hand-woven rug in Tencel, Wilton gives chiseling specialists 
the opportunity to deploy their technical skills. Completely 
shaved with hand scissors, the pattern unfolds on the 
shimmering velvet for a 3D effect...

Maintenance

This Tencel carpet is very sensitive to water, and wet stains 
need to be removed as quickly as possible. Otherwise, it is easy 
to maintain by vacuuming without brushing, and having it 
thoroughly washed by a professional every 4 years or so, 
depending on use.

Use

Domestic average

WILTON Blanc, beige
Hand-woven carpet 100% Tencel

170X240 EUR 1000
200X300 EUR 1471
250X350 EUR 2157



Inspiration

New color variations for the Glam carpet, with the introduction 
of contemporary halftones.  Femininity and subtlety in these 
trendy shades.

 Technical process

A hand-woven double knot rug with a cut loop effect for an 
irregular pile, the Glam rug is made from banana fiber for 
exceptional shine.

Maintenance

This carpet, made of banana fiber, is very sensitive to water, 
and wet stains need to be removed very quickly. Otherwise, it's 
easy to maintain by vacuuming without brushing, and having it 
thoroughly washed by a professional every 4 years or so, 
depending on use.

Use

Domestic average

GLAM cannelle, aqua et gold
Hand-woven carpet 100% banana fiber

170X240 CM 1350€
200X300 CM 1980€
250X350 CM 2890€
300X400 CM 3980€

170X240 EUR 1324
200x300 EUR 1941
250x350 EUR 2833
300x400 EUR 3902



Inspiration

New colors and a new weave for Stone rugs.

 Technical process

A hand-woven double knot rug with a cut loop effect for an 
irregular pile, the stone rug alternates natural wool loop and 
bamboo fiber cut pile. The double knot used in this weave 
ensures better pile retention.

Maintenance

This carpet, made of bamboo fiber, is sensitive to water, and 
wet stains need to be removed as quickly as possible. 
Otherwise, it's easy to maintain by vacuuming without 
brushing, and having it thoroughly washed by a professional 
every 4 years or so, depending on use.

Use

Domestic average

STONE céladon, gris, mastic
Hand-woven carpet in wool and bamboo fibre

170X240 EUR 1324
200x300 EUR 1941
250x350 EUR 2833
300X400 EUR 3299



Inspiration

The Josep rug is a revisited image of Josep Lluis Sert's avant-
garde architecture, with its light/shadow contrasts and half-
sphere blankets. Its wool-like pile makes it ideal for both indoor 
and outdoor use.

 Technical process

Josep is hand-tufted in PET, a recycled polyester fiber made 
from plastic bottles. Its special latex-coated backing makes it 
suitable for both outdoor and wet rooms.

Maintenance

This carpet is very easy to maintain, using water and a light 
detergent. It is resistant to average aggression but should be 
protected during the bad season. Permanent exposure to light 
will slightly discolor the darker fibers.

Use

Domestic average

JOSEP céladon
Tapis tuft main 100% PET (polyester)

170X240 EUR 863
200x300 EUR 1265
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